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Analyze the chapter/article by answering the following:

   1. The substantive area/policy content: What does the policy propose and at whom is it aimed? Is this an example of 
explicit or implicit family policy? Why? What family behaviors, functions, etc. are addressed? What demographic/social 
trends are related to this policy proposal?

   2. Political culture/cultural values: What are the ideological values underlying the policy? Do these values conflict with 
other related cultural values?

   3. Stage of the policy process: What stage of the policy process (formulation, implementation, evaluation) is described? 
What were the key policy issues that were “showcased” in this chapter?

   4. Level (federal, local, state) and branch (legislative, administrative/executive, judicial) of government in which the 
policy activity takes place? Explain/document.

   5. Dimensions of the policy: (answer and explain why)

a) Are policies individual/child-centered OR family-centered?

b) Do they provide families economic support OR support for care giving and nurturance OR both?

c) Are they universal (for all families) OR targeted (just directed at certain families?

d) Do they promote treatment strategies OR preventive strategies?

e) Do they suggest a preference for private solutions to family concerns? OR more public approaches (view family as a 
private or a public institution)? 

I use this assignment as a midterm exam (have done both “oral” and “take home” exams) and have students select a chapter 
in the course text [Jacobs, F. H. & Davies, M. W. (1994). More than kissing babies? Current child and family policy in 
the United States. Westport, CT: Auburn House.] for analysis. This outline can also be used with other family policy 
articles/readings. The assignment builds on and extends the news review assignments (concepts, definitions, dimensions) 
and incorporates class discussions/readings on the policy implications of current demographic and social trends as well as 
political culutures and values (see syllabus on website).


